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I. A BAKER FROM GOA-by Lucio Rodrigues 

 

SUMMARY  

It is a story that relates to the time when there was Portuguese rule in Goa. The story is of 

a baker living in a Goan village. During those times people ate loaves of bread. These 

were made in big furnaces. The bakers known as paders would come to deliver the bread 

making a jingling sound with the bamboo staff. Although, nowadays we may not see 

these loaves but may sometimes see the furnaces and some bakers carrying on the 

traditional business of their forefathers. The author remembers the coming of the baker 

twice a day during his childhood days. He was the author’s friend and guide. The 

servants in the author’s house would buy loaves of bread which they ate with tea. During 

those days, bread was an important part of any occasion especially the sweet bread, Bol 

etc. Also, the baker had a peculiar dress, Kabai. It was a single-piece frock that would 

reach up to knees. Baking was a profitable business at that time.  

 

II. COORG- by Lokesh Abrol 
  

SUMMARY 

It is an extract describing Coorg or Kodagu, the smallest district of Karnataka. The author 

describes Coorg as a heavenly place that lies between Mangalore and Mysore. It is 

certainly God’s abode as it has evergreen forests, spices and coffee plantations. From 

September to March, the weather is good here and thus many tourists come to visit the 

place. The air here has the aroma of coffee in it. There’s a famous story about the Greek 

or Arabic descent of the Coorgi people that a part of Alexander’s army had to settle here 

as it was not possible for them to return, and married the locals. We may find people of 

Coorg wear Kuppia, a long black coat similar to the Kuffia that Arabs wear.  

  

People of Coorg are also very brave. The Coorg Regiment of Indian Army is one of the 

most significant regiments. Also, our first army chief, General Cariappa hails from 

Coorg. The forests and hills of Coorg provide a major source of water to the River 

Cauvery. Also, Mahaseer, the largest freshwater fish is found in these waters. From the 

top of the Brahmagiri hills, we can see the complete view of Coorg. Also, Buddhists 

monks live in Bylakuppe in the Island of Nisargadhama near Coorg.  
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III. TEA FROM ASSAM- by Arup Kumar Datta 

 

SUMMARY 

 The last story begins with two friends, Rajvir and Pranjol travelling to Assam. On their 

way, they buy the tea from a vendor. While sipping the tea, Rajvir tells Pranjol that 

people drink over 800,000,000 cups of tea throughout the world in a day. While Rajvir is 

looking at the beautiful and serene scenery, Pranjol is busy reading detective book. There 

were tea-bushes all over as far as one could see. They also saw a building in a tea garden.  

  

Assam has the largest tea plantations and no one knows who discovered the tea for the 

first time. But, there are many legends associated with it. According to a Chinese legend, 

a few branches of tea fell accidentally in the boiled hot water. The Emperor liked the 

delicious flavour. This is how it came into being. According to an Indian legend, the 

Buddhist Monk, Bodhidharma cut off his eyelids to avoid sleep during meditation. About 

ten tea plants grew out of these and thus, they banish sleep when put in hot water and 

drink it. Both of them got down at Mariani Junction and went to Dhekiabari Tea Estate. 

There they saw women plucking tea leaves. Pranjol’s father had come to receive them 

there and said that he knew a lot about tea plantations. Rajvir says that he is keen to learn 

from him.  

  

I. Read the extracts and answer the questions that follow: 

1. We kids would be pushed aside with a mild rebuke and the loaves would be delivered 

to the servant. But we would not give up. We would climb a bench or the parapet and 

peep into the basket, somehow. I can still recall the typical fragrance of those loaves. 

Loaves of the elders and the bangles for the children. 

 

(a) Who are ‘we’ in the extract? 

(b) Why were the children pushed aside? 

(c) Which word/phrase in the extract means the same as “an expression 

disapproval/a scolding”? 

(d) What was there in the basket? 

Ans. 

 (a) ‘We’ in the extract refers to the narrator and his friends. 

 (b) The children were pushed aside, so that the bread can be delivered to the 

servants. 

 (c) The word is ‘rebuke’ 

 (d) There were loaves for the elders and some bread bangles for the children. 

 

2. Midway between Mysore and the coastal town of Mangalore sits a piece of heaven that 

must have drifted from the kingdom of God. This land of rolling hills is inhabited by a 

proud race of martial men, beautiful women and wild creatures. Coorg or Kodargu, the 

smallest district of Karnataka, is home to evergreen rainforests, spices and coffee 

plantations. Evergreen rainforests cover 30% of this district. During the monsoons, it 
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pours enough to keep many visitors away. The season of joy commences from September 

and continues till March. The weather is perfect with some showers thrown in for good 

measure. 

(a) Where is Coorg situated? 

(b) What does the author say about the people of Coorg? 

(c) Which crops grow in Coorg in plenty? 

(d) What is the best time of the year to visit Coorg 

 

 

Ans.  

(a) Coorg is situated between coastal town of Mangalore and Mysore. 

 (b) The author says that Coorg is inhabited by a proud race of martial men and 

beautiful women. 

 (c) Spices and coffee grow in plenty in Coorg. 

 (d)The best period to visit Coorg is between September and March. 

 

3. An hour later the car veered sharply off the main road. They crossed a cattle bridge and 

entered Dhekiabari Tea Estate. On both sides of the gravel road were acre upon acre of 

tea bushes, all neatly pruned to the same height. Groups of tea-puckers with bamboo 

baskets on their backs, wearing plastic aprons, were plucking the newly sprouted leaves. 

(a) How are the women tea-puckers different from the other workers on the farms? 

(b) What did they find on both sides of the road? 

(c) How did the tea bushes appear? 

(d)What were the groups of women doing? 

Ans.3. 

 (a) They had bamboo baskets on their backs and wore plastic aprons. 

(b) On both the sides of the gravel road were acre upon acre of tea bushes. 

(c) The tea bushes were all neatly pruned to the same height. 

(d) They were plucking the newly sprouted leaves. 

 

Question and Answers- A baker from Goa 

 

Q1. What are the elders in Goa nostalgic about?  

A. The narrator often finds his elders thinking about ‘those good old days’ and telling 

them about the famous breads that date back to the time when Portuguese ruled over Goa. 

They ponder over the past and tell them that though the Portuguese have left Goa but the 

bakers still exist, if not the original ones, their legacy is being continued by their sons.  

 

Q2. Is bread-making still popular in Goa? How do you know?  

A. Yes, bread-making is still popular in the city of Goa. It is evident from the existence of 

time- tested furnaces, mixers and moulders. The legacy of bakers is being continued by 

their sons. You will find a bakery in every Goan village as bread is an important part of 

the Goan culture.  
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Q4. When would the baker come every day? Why did the children run to meet him?  

A. The baker would come twice every day during the narrator’s childhood days. Once in 

the morning to deliver the loaves of bread and secondly, in the evening on his return after 

selling his stock. The children would go running to him to take the special bread bangles 

he had made for them.  

 

Q5. Who invites the comment — “he is dressed like a pader”? Why?  

A. During the narrator’s childhood days, the bakers had a peculiar dress. They wore shirts 

and shorter than usual pants. Thus, if someone is seen wearing pants of this length, they 

invited the comment – “he is dressed like a pader”.  

 

Q6. What does a ‘jackfruit-like appearance’ mean?  

A. ‘Jackfruit-like appearance’ means a well-built or plump physique, similar to a 

jackfruit. In those days, bakers had plump physique because baking was a profitable 

profession. His family and servants never starved and were prosperous.  

 

Q7. Is bread an important part of Goan life? How do you know this?  

A. Bread is an important part of the Goan culture and it is evident from its presence at 

every important occasion. From sweet breads at marriages to sandwiches at engagement 

parties and cakes and Bolinhas at Christmas as well as other occasions, makes the 

presence of a baker in every village, very essential.  

  

Q8. How would the baker let everybody know about his presence in the village?  

Ans. The baker had been the guide, friend, and companion of the narrator. He would 

come to the village daily two times; at first in the morning and then again after selling all 

his stuffs. In the morning, the children of the village used to wake up by the jingling 

sound of the baker’s bamboo.  

 

Q9. How is making bread a family tradition?  

Ans. The marriage gifts, the parties, or the feasts are meaningless without the sweet bread 

which is known as the ‘bol’. The mothers prepare sandwiches a necessary item for her 

daughter’s engagement. Cakes and bolinhas are also quite essential items for Christmas. 

In this way, bread is a family tradition and thus the presence of a baker’s house in the 

village is quite essential.  

 

Q10. How would a baker be a common friend, guide and a man to be expected twice 

every day with his usual business?  

Ans. The bakers used to visit the village two times a day. Early in the morning, the baker 

would arrive for selling his stuffs. The children would wake up by the jingling thud. The 

children would wait eagerly for him and when the baker would arrive they used to run up 

to him. Again after everything was sold, he would return to the village. 
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Q11. Who were Paskine or Bastine? What was their role in a family and with 

bread?  

 Ans. Paskine or Bastine were the maid-servants of the house.  When the baker would 

arrive, one of them would buy those loaves of bread.  

  

Q12. What was a baker’s musical entry? How would it attract the younger ones and 

all?  

Ans: The baker used to arrive on the spot with the ‘jhang-jhang’ sound that was being 

made his bamboo. The sound would wake the children up and they would run to him in 

excitement. The children were highly interested in those bread -bangles.  

  

Q13. Tell us about the bamboo and the basket of the bakers.   

Ans: The baker arrived on the scene by making the jingling thud which would make the 

children wake up from sleep. He held the basket on his head and supported it by one of 

his hands and would use the other hand for banging the bamboo on the ground.  

  

Q14. How would the author and other children be very interested in the baker’s 

basket? How would they try to look at that?  

Ans. The author and the other children were highly interested in the baker’s basket. When 

the loaves of bread were delivered to the servant, the children were made aside with light 

rebukes. But they didn’t stop. Then they used to stand up on a bench and would look on 

to the basket. This shows their interest in the baker’s basket. They used to climb a bench 

or parapet in order to look at that.  

  

Q15. What would the author share about brushing teeth?  

Ans: The author didn’t care to brush his teeth or wash his mouth properly. According to 

him, it was a troublesome matter to pluck the mango -leaf for the toothbrush. And it was 

not at all necessary as the tigers never brush their teeth. Moreover, he thought that hot tea 

was enough clean after eating the bread.  

  

Q16. How marriages and engagements are incomplete without different types of 

breads?  

Ans: The narrator said that marriage gifts have no value without the sweet bread which is 

known as the ‘bol’. Party or a feast too is meaningless without bread. The mothers 

prepare sandwiches, as it is a necessary item for her daughter’s engagement. By this way, 

these are so important.  

  

Q17. What is Kabai? What kind of dresses are being discussed here of the bakers?  

  

Ans. The bakers used to wear a peculiar dress named Kabai which was a single -piece 

long frock reaching down to the knees. It was actually a type of long frock of a single-

piece that reaches down to the knees.  
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Q18. How could a baker keep his record of the bills?  

  

Ans: The bakers kept the records of the bills of every months and collect ted them at the 

end. The records were made on wall with the help of pencil.  

  

Q19. How would a baker be rich, prosperous and healthy in a village?  

  

Ans: A baker’s profession was indeed a profitable one in the old days. The baker and his 

family lead happy and prosperous life. They had a plump physique as an open testimony 

of it.  

 

Q20. How would a baker play an indispensable role in a village?  

Ans. In the story “Glimpses of India” written by Lucio Rodrigues, the baker plays an 

indispensable role in the village. Breads are quite important for the villagers. Breads are 

important for any occasions. Marriage gifts have no value without the ‘bol’, that is 

actually a type of sweet bread. Party or a feast is meaningless too without bread.  

The mothers prepare sandwiches for their daughter’s engagement as it is an important 

item for the occasion. Cakes and bolhinas are quite essential items for Christmas.  

  

Q21. “Life without bread in a village of Goa is almost impossible.” -Discuss.  

  

Ans. In the story “Glimpses of Past” by Lucio Rodrigues shows that life without bread in 

a village of Goa is almost impossible. People cannot imagine their lives without it. The 

children waited eagerly for bakers every day.  At times, they get so much excited that 

they do not even care to brush their teeth. Any occasion or festival cannot be imagined 

without breads. Marriage gifts are meaningless without sweetbreads. The lady of the 

family prepared sandwiches for her daughter’s engagement as it is very important. Cakes 

and bolhinas are quite essential items for Christmas. A baker’s profession was indeed a 

profitable one. The baker and his family lead a prosperous life. Their physique was 

plump that shows that they lead a prosperous life. Party or a feast too is meaningless 

without bread.  

 

Q22.Give a pen-portrait of the baker or the pader highlighting the changes that 

came in his fortune and dress with the passage of the time. 

The baker or the pader used to be an essential part of the Goan life. The baker or bread 

seller had a peculiar dress during the Portuguese days. It was known as the kabai. It was a 

single piece long frock reaching down the knees. With the passage of time, he started 

wearing a shirt and trousers which were just longer than the short pants. The baker and 

his family always looked happy and prosperous in the good old days. Their plump 

physique was an open testimony of their happiness and prosperity. However, as the time 

changed, the bakers continued their profession but with their reduced fortune and 

importance. The thud and jingle of the traditional bamboo of the baker are still heard in 

the streets of Goa even now. Sweet bread or the boys are still the part of feasts, marriages 
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and Christmas in Goa. However, the old charm and craze have become rather dim in 

recent days. 

 

Question and Answers- Coorg 

Q1. Describe Coorg in brief, as presented in the opening paragraph.  

Ans: Coorg is situated midway between Mysore and Mangalore and is described as a 

piece of heaven that must have drifted from the kingdom of god. It is also described as a 

land of rolling hills, martial men, beautiful women and wild creatures.  

   

Q2. Where is Coorg situated? What is so significant about it as a place deserving to 

be visited?  

Ans:  Coorg is situated midway between Mysore and the coastal town of Mangalore in 

the state of Karnataka. It is a land of rolling hills, martial men, beautiful women and wild 

creatures. There are evergreen rainforests and sprawling coffee estates. It is also an ideal 

place for adventure sports. So, it deserves to be visited. 

 

Q3. Describe the Coorgi people and their descent.  

Ans:  The Coorgi people are fiercely independent, brave and decorative. According to 

one theory, they are of Greek descent. It is said that they are the successors of a part of 

Alexander’s army who came to Southern India and settled there when return became 

impractical. According to another theory, they are of Arab descent. There is resemblance 

between Kuppia that the Coorgi people wear and Kuffia that the Arabs and Kurds wear.  

 

Q4. What is Kuppia and Kuffia?  

Ans:  Kuppia is the long, black coat with an embroidered waist-belt worn by the 

Kodavus, i.e., Coorgi people. Kuffia is traditionally worn by the Arabs and the Kurds.  

 

Q5. Explain in brief about the Coorgi people’s valour and bravery.  

Ans:  The Coorgi people are fiercely independent and brave. They are always willing to 

recount the tales of valour related to their sons and fathers. They are the only people in 

India permitted to carry firearms without a license.  

  

Q6. How is the wildlife of Coorg?  

Ans:  Coorg has a bountiful and varied wildlife. It has fish like the Mahaseer, birds like 

kingfisher and animals like Malabar squirrel, langur, macaque, slender loris and elephant.  

Besides, bees and butterflies are also to be seen there.  

   

Q7. What are the high energy adventures that are available in Coorg?  

Ans:  The high energy adventures that are available in Coorg are river rafting, canoeing, 

rappelling, rock climbing and mountain biking.  

  

Q8. Describe the animals that can be seen and are available in Coorg.  

Ans:  In Coorg, squirrels and langurs drop partially eaten fruit for the mischief of 

enjoying the splash and the ripple effect in the clear water. Elephants enjoy being bathed 
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and scrubbed in the river by their mahouts. Macaques, Malabar squirrels, langurs and 

slender loris keep a watchful eye from the tree canopy.  

   

Q9. Describe the Tibetan settlement in Coorg.  

Ans: In the sixty-four-acre island of Nisargadhama in Coorg, there is a Tibetan settlement 

near Bylakuppe. The monks can be seen in red, ochre and yellow robes. 

 

Q10. Why does the author call Coorg a piece of heaven’ that must have drifted from 

the kingdom of God? 

Ans. Coorg is among the most beautiful regions of India. The author rightly calls it „a 

piece of heaven‟ that must have drifted from the kingdom of God. This land of rolling 

hills it is also the home of beautiful rain-forests. The rainforests cover more than thirty 

per cent of Coorg. The evergreen rain forests have a rich flora and fauna. The very air of 

Coorg breathes of fresh coffee. The beautiful sprawling coffee estates are dotted with 

colonial bungalows. The river Kaveri obtains its water from the hills and rainforests of 

Coorg. Kingfishers dive for Mahaseer, a large freshwater fish in these waters. Squirrels 

and langurs drop partially eaten fruit into the clear water. Elephants enjoy being bathed 

and scrubbed in the Kaveri by their mahouts. The climb to the Brahmagiri hills gives you 

a panoramic view of the entire misty landscape of Coorg. The sixty-four-acre island of 

Nisargadhama is a little paradise for tourists. So are the temples and Buddhist monks 

wearing red, ochre and yellow robes? All of them represent the heart and soul of India. 

 

Question and Answers- Tea from Assam  

 

Q1. Why was Rajvir excited to see the tea gardens? OR What made Rajvir amazed 

on the way?  

Ans. Rajvir found the view outside the train splendid and eye catching with a lot of 

greenery. It was his first visit to Assam and he was fascinated by the sprawling tea 

gardens, spreading like the green sea of neatly pruned bushes and found it more 

interesting to watch, than reading his book on detectives.  

 

Q2. How did Rajvir describe the view from the train?  

Ans. Rajvir described the magnificent view of the landscape from the train window. It 

was a sea of tea bushes, fleeting against the backdrop of densely wooded hills. At odd 

intervals, there were tall shade-tree and one could see women tea-pluckers picking tea 

leaves, who appeared to be doll like figures.  

 

Q3. What information was given by Pranjol’s father to Rajvir about Assam Tea 

Estate?  

Ans. Pranjol’s father agreed to Rajvir’s information about it being the second-flush or 

sprouting period and it lasted from May to July and yields the best tea. 

  

Q4. What legends are associated with the origin of tea?  
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Ans. According to Chinese legend, once a few leaves of the twigs burning under the pot 

fell into the water and gave a delicious flavour: According to the Indian legend, 

Bodhidharma cut off his eyelids because he felt sleepy during meditation and threw them 

on the earth. Ten tea plants grew out of those eyelids. When he boiled them in water and 

drunk that water, it banished his sleep.  

 

Q5. What is the Chinese legend regarding tea?  

Ans. The Chinese legend about tea is that there was a Chinese emperor who had the habit 

of boiling water before drinking it. Once, a few twigs of the leaves burning under the pot 

fell into the water and gave it a delicious flavour. Those leaves were tea leaves.  

 

Q6. How did Rajvir describe, the tea garden at Dhekiabari?  

Ans. Rajvir’s visit to Dhekiabari, where Pranjol’s father worked as a manager, was a 

novel experience and he found it extremely fascinating. As they proceeded along the 

gravel road, with neatly pruned sea of tea bushes spreading over acres of land, he saw 

groups of tea-workers, wearing plastic aprons and baskets of bamboo sticks on their 

back, picking newly sprouted tea leaves.  

 

Q7. Describe the magnificent views of tea estate with reference to the lesson ‘‘Tea 

from Assam’’.  

Ans. The view around the tree estate was magnificent. There was greenery all round. 

Against the backdrop of densely wooded hills, a sea of tea bushes stretched as far as the 

eye could see. Dwarfing the tiny tea plants were tall sturdy shade-trees and amidst the 

orderly rows of bushes busily moved doll-like figures of tea-pluckers. 

 

Q8. Which story of a Chinese emperor is associated with the discovery of tea? 

According to one legend, a Chinese emperor discovered tea by chance. He always boiled 

water before drinking it. One day a few leaves off the twigs burning under the pot fell 

into the water. 

As a result, the boiled water got a delicious flavour. It is said they were tea leaves. 

 

Q9. How has tea become a popular beverage? 

Tea is decidedly a very popular beverage in the world. More than eighty crore cups of tea 

are drunk every day throughout the world. At every platform in India, you can hear 

vendors crying “Chai-garam”. The people can’t resist buying the steaming hot cups of 

tea. 

 

Q10. How and where are tea leaves collected in Assam? 

Ans. Assam has the largest number of tea estates in India. Acre upon acre of tea bushes is 

stretching as far as the eyes can go. All the bushes are pruned to the same height. Groups 

of tea pluckers carry bamboo basket on their back to collect tea-leaves. They wear plastic 

aprons. They pluck the newly-sprouted tea leaves from, the bushes. Then the leaves are 

dried and processed in factories. 
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Q11. What are different legends related to tea? 

Tea was first drunk in China as far back as 2700 B.C. In fact, words like ‘Chai’ and 

‘Chinni’ came from Chinese. According to one Chinese legend, there was a Chinese 

emperor. He always boiled water before drinking it. One day, some leaves from the twigs 

burning under the pot fell into the boiling water. The leaves gave a delicious flavour. It is 

said that they were tea leaves. We have an Indian legend too about the discovery of tea 

leaves. Bodhidharma was an ancient Buddhist ascetic. It is said that he cut off his eyelids 

because he fell sleepy during meditations. It is said that ten tea plants grew out of his 

eyelids. The leaves of these plants when put in hot water and drunk banished sleep. In 

Europe, tea came as late as the sixteenth century. It was drunk more like medicine than a 

beverage. 


